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External Review of ECA
Report of the Independent Consultant Team!

Executive Summary

After extensive research and interviewing leaders inside and outside of Africa, the
consultants present a number of findings:

• The process of reform in ECA has been exemplary in its openness, professionalism
and consistency. Reform is close to being a regular part of annual planning.

• The probabilities of higher impact by ECA have grown greatly because the building
blocks of impact are being put in place: human resource capacities have been
increased impressively; staff efficiency has greatly increased due to a vast
improvement in ICT and workplace resources; a new model of intellectual
networking rather than producing all ideas in-house is in place (but part of that model,
the African Knowledge Networks Forum, needs review); the burden of support of
numerous sponsored institutions has been reduced to a bare minimum;
communications systems and products are greatly improved but distributions systems
need a lot of work; ECA's reputation and resource support from partners has grown
impressively with extra-budgetary resources expanded well beyond the trends of
ECA's peer institutions and there is room for Members to join in such support.

, Partner involvement ofECA in donor and global forums and their esteem ofECA is a
huge plus for ECA. In sum, ECA has undertaken reform on a scale and with results
not paralleled among its peer institutions. It is ready for growing impact.

• ECA's programmes seem on the mark. Initiatives relating to enterprise and
employment ought to be consolidated analytically. Tracking of development in

I-
Africa is progressing with innovation and flair; however, the Economic Report for

,Africa needs attention to add absolute data (instead of presenting too much relative
, data in the absence of absolutes) and to explore synergies with the OECD/ADB's

parallel publication. Work on poverty and social policy is important and needs to be
consolidated. ECA's work on development management and governance is important
but needs to be more timely and to include far more effective efforts to both foster
and involve civil society. Overview work on regional integration and fostering trade
linkages is very important, being handled creatively and is promising. Work on
information for development has been both unique to ECA and exemplary. Though
hard work has taken place on sustainable development, some strategic re-thinking
seems in order. ECA's gender programme has evolved into an extremely successful
division; plans to have focal points for the programme need refinement. In sum:
ECA's programmes are much improved and, in general, are moving towards serious
positive impact.

• Creation of new forums for development dialogue (ADF, Big Table, African PRSP
Learning Group) are major successes showing innovation and boldness.

• Improvements in the interministerial functions have been significant and productive.
Yet we caution compressing the Conference of Ministers into one day and we urge a

1 Mr. Dominic C. Mulaisho, Former Governor, Bank of Zambia; Amb. Brownson N. Dede, former Director
General, Ministry ofCooperation and Integration in Africa, the Presidency, Government ofNigeria; and Mr.
Robert J. Berg, former director of evaluation, USAID and founding chair of evaluation, OECDIDAC.
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more active process 0 f Bureau and Member involvement regarding ECA' s challenges
and work.

• Regional collaboration has made important progress. Many partners credited ECA
with adding decisive credibility to the NEPAD initiative. It is critically important for
the AU and ECA to work together at many levels. A working retreat among the two
leadership teams is strongly advised to find a new basis of serious cooperation. Work
with ADB is solid and growing. Collaboration with the Regional Economic
Communities (RECs) has been productive but the RECs have varied needs. Most
would welcome a longer term understanding of relations; they see the new AU-REC
Framework as perhaps providing a framework for REC-ECA relations.
Rationalization ofthe RECs will be very challenging, but ECA is right to pursue it.

• ECA's coordination with other parts of the UN system has two aspects. Regional
coordination with UN agencies is modest, in fact, but far better than other regions.
The establishment by the UNDP of a new major office in Africa requires the UN's
leadership to assure that lack of coordination and duplication are not the results. ECA
enjoys far better project-by-project cooperation with other parts of the UN than prior
to the reforms. ECA's relations with the Bretton Woods institutions (BWIs) have
been dramatically transformed from unproductive indifference into relations marked
by mutual respect, constructive engagement and effective influence on the BWls.

• We advise a number of actions on six cross-cutting issues in order to:
o create better understanding with Members on what to expect in country

services;
o build for greater impact by significantly shifting to managing, monitoring and

evaluating for achievement of programme objectives; to have outreach
strategies built into every new report and outreach initiative; to aggregate data
better for management; and to strengthen backstopping of monitoring and
evaluation.

o hold priorities so that there is long-term consistency in programmes;
o ensure sustainability particularly through appointment of a succession of high

quality leaders ofECA and other advised steps; and
o to foster a culture of thorough-going professionalism by Members being

unambiguous in backing the on-going reforms, even as they critique elements
ofit.

ECA has attained a high standing for its policy work in Africa.

A listing of those outside of ECA interviewed and a summary of interview comments
is attached.

•
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Report of the Consultants

Preface

At the October 2002 meeting of the Committee of Experts of the African Ministers of
Finance, Planning and Economic Development, it was recommended that an external review
be undertaken to assess the impact of Economic Commission for Africa (ECArs work in
achieving the vision articulated in the "Serving Africa Better: Strategic Directions for the
Economic Commission for Africa", which was adopted by the Commission in 1996 as the
blueprint for ECA's reform programme.
ECA welcomed this recommendation and, in response, presented a Note by the Secretariat to
the next meeting of the Committee of Experts in May 2003 proposing the approach for the
review exercise. The Committee subsequently recommended the following areas of focus for
the review, which was approved by the Conference of Ministers:

• The impact of the work of the Commission on the development prospects of its
member States.

• The functioning of the intergovernmental machinery to improve its effectiveness and
to ensure that the decisions of the various subsidiary organs effectively influence the
policy-making process at the national level.

• The present coordination arrangements of the United Nations (UN) system agencies
working in Africa.

• The relationship between ECA and the regional bodies, such as the African Union
(AU), the African Development Bank (ADB), and the Regional Economic
Communities (RECs) to ensure that synergies are built among these institutions.

The Executive Secretary therefore commissioned the independent consulting team to prepare
a report and recommendations to assist the Secretariat and the Panel of Experts in their work.
This report is the synopsis of lengthy analysis of ECA' s programmes as well as interviews
with key programme managers and others within the organization and those knowledgeable
about its work and impact.

1. Process of our Approach

ECA is undergoing the second external review in its history. The first one 'Task Force on the
Review and Appraisal of the Policy Orientation Programmes and Management Capacity of
the Economic Commission for Africa," was conducted in late 1991 at the initiation of ECA.
One of our members (Robert Berg) was vice-chairman of that effort and author of the Task
Force's report. The 1991 report recognized a number of well-known accomplishments of the
institution, but found these to be exceptions to the normal work of the house. The Report of
the Task Force enumerated at length fundamental problems in the conduct of ECA ranging
from programmes spread far too thinly, extremely weak quality of the majority of
Commission work, procedures and processes which diminished the ability of staff and the
legislative function to work productively and effectively, and lax administrative and
executive management. ECA was then considered among the least productive parts of the
UN system and a contributor to Afro-pessimism instead of a consistent generator of ideas to
move Africa forward. The recommendations of the 1991 report were reviewed carefully with
the then current Executive Secretary and his successor, but went largely unimplemented, as
verified by Karl Paschke, Under-Secretary-General for Internal Oversight Services (OISI) in
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his review of ECA conducted in 1995. Mr. Paschke said at that time that the Commission
appeared to have lost its relevance.

The current Executive Secretary joined ECA in 1995 and in 1996 launched the first of two
major reforms under his direction. In late 1999 Mr. Paschke again reviewed ECA and
reported "profound reform measures have taken place in ECA. The Commission has
renewed its relevance..." The most recent review by OISI ofECA (2003) was part ofOISI's
review of all the regional commissions. That report is still in draft and being commented
upon by the commissions. We have had the benefit of seeing that draft and of interviewing
the current head of GISI.

Our process has been as follows. One or more members of the consultant team has
participated in interviewing each senior manager in ECA, requesting and reviewing data
provided by the Commission, and interviewing development leaders in Africa and outside of
Africa. We then considered together our recommendations. We had hoped to have had an
opportunity to review findings in person and dialogue with the sub-regional
Intergovernmental Cornmittee of Experts which work with ECA's Sub-Regional Offices, but
the ECA Conference was unable to provide expected financial resources to support
participation in such meetings. Nonetheless, we believe we have assembled sufficient
information to make our contribution with some confidence to the current review of ECA.

One issue in an evaluation of this kind is that there be some peer benchmarking for
comparison of ECA's performance during the period under review, 1996-2003. In some
cases there can be useful comparisons made with Africa's two other prominent regional
institutions, the OAU/AU and the ADB. But for most purposes, we found that ECA can best
be compared with the performance of the other four UN regional commissions. We have
utilized comparative information where it is available, including the recent OISI report and
observations one of our team has had in working with a number of the other commissions.

2. Process orECA's Reforms

We have reviewed closely the process in which ECA reforms have been created. The
Commission's extensive consultations with stakeholders, including its Conference of
Ministers; the use of very well- regarded external expert groups to advise on skill mix, key
functions, and technical requirements for a modernized ECA; added to a creative and bold
leadership, resulted in well-managed major institutional change. While the reform of ECA
has been maintained throughout the period under review, two phases of particularly active
reform has taken place, one comprehensive initiative that took place from 1996-1999 and
another which started in 2002 and is plarmed to be completed in 2005. These are among the
thorough and thoughtful reforms undertaken by the UN. The magnitude and reach of such
reforms in the UN system is commendable. Perhaps that is why then UN Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros Ghali said that ECA "was in the vanguard ofUN reform."

A particularly laudatory part of the reform process has been the use of"open space" planning
exercises involving virtually the entire professional staff and great numbers of support staff.
This has helped to create an environment of expected change, a very sharp contrast from the
pre-reform environment.

As ECA completes its current cycle of reform, it will hopefully want to institute armual
improvement agendas to make updating reforms a regular feature of piarming, budgeting and
implementation.
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3. Building Blocks for Impact

Many important impacts have taken place because ofECA's work. A reasonable question to
ask is why has ECA been able to achieve so much more impact in recent years than was
found in the pre-reform review of ECA? An important part of that answer is that the building
blocks for impact were and continue to be put in place at ECA. Improved impact is not due
to good luck, but to a set of hard, deliberate institutional building blocks. In this section we
critically consider the steps taken to build in the pre-conditions for impact.

a. Added Human Resource Capabilities

The two assets belonging to ECA are its people and the mandates given by its Conference of
Ministers. These have been deliberate steps that we believe have been appropriate. Certainly
as the reform process took .hold the response to new position openings has dramatically
changed from the time, pre-reform, when the number of external applicants for an open
position would be extremely small, to one more recent major round of hires during which
ECA received 8,800 external applications.

ECA is reported by UN senior officials in New York to be committed to selecting first-rate
staff. .. .indeed, the UN Appointments Board commended ECA a few years ago for the
quality ofits personnel screening.

ECA's attention to gender balance has been commendable, but the current gender balance
has been slipping at the senior levels. UN personnel officials believe that posts such as
ECA's are more difficult to attract staff, particularly women. Nonetheless, ECA should
embark upon renewed efforts to attract female applicants, particularly at senior levels.

Overall, ECA's leadership believes that the Commission is now at the tipping point where a
large influx of new professionals will make a major difference in the Commission's ability to
build upon, expand and sustain improvements in creativity and quality gained in recent years.
We concur.

b. Enabling Staff to Function more Efficiently

The amount of resources involved in backstopping programmes (i.e., professional support,
administrative support, backstopping policy organs and construction) has changed only
slightly over time (from $18.055 million per year in 1998/99 to $17.981 million per year in
2002/3). Strategic changes have enabled investments to be spent more productively.

ECA estimates that nearly 80% of its staff are information workers involved in research,
production, processing, storage, administration, and dissemination of information. At the
beginning of the reforms, a typical desk had a rotary phone tied to the national phone
network, a likely shared, unnetworked, dated computer, and a typewriter. Indeed it was
estimated in 1996 that over three-quarters of ECA's computer stock was obsolete.

Currently, work stations for 98% of the staff are outfitted with push-button phones linked
with many modem features, a recent model computer (backstopped by a responsive technical
staff) linked to a vibrant Intranet site to keep all staff...updated on a daily basis and fully
linked to Internet, high-speed printers, and nearby high-speed copy machines.
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A VSAT system (a satellite-based communication network) has been put into operation to
connect with regional and global networks. Communication with ECA's Sub-Regional
Offices (SROs) will be facilitated as well with the launching this year ofvideo-conferencing
facilities in each of them. Teleconferencing is expected to become a major new way to
network with member States. Both systems will obviate much travel while broadening
linkages.

New systems also exist to assure faster procurement and disbursement, all linked to an
integrated management information system, which allows staff to get their work done faster,
attract better consultants, and to use available resources more easily.

The net effect of these changes is to enable staff to work far more efficiently, to reduce the
need for many kinds of travel and to network much more easily. Professional isolation is
reduced and the attraction of the Commission as a place to work is increased.

c. Knowledge Networking

One of the most critical initiatives in ECA's reform has been to move from a model largely
of knowledge creation within the four walls of ECA into a knowledge networking
organization. This has involved a sea change in how ECA produces information and policy
analysis. Now an intellectually enriched staff is engaged in substantive knowledge
networking with leading thinkers and researchers involving policy dialogues on problems of
relevance to Africa. ECA taps such experts for peer review of ECA reports and analyses. The
networks aim to help expand the audience for ECA's work in the intellectual and policy
communities. Priority in building these networks is given first and foremost to Africa. In so
doing, ECA seeks to highlight the work of the African intellectual/policy analyst community
to build recognition for them as a community of talent, often overlooked in the past.

ECA has found creative ways to bring together key stakeholders in Africa's development by
devising forums, such as the African Development Forum, which has made impressive
contributions in several areas and is a breakthrough in many respects (linking civil society
with official discussions, having dialogues with Head of State, having action statements arise
from the total audience of official delegations and civil society). The 'Big Table' linking
selected heads of donor agencies and Ministers of Finance is another innovation. The
African Learning Group on PRSPs is a third such innovation. These innovations show a
flexibility in delivery of knowledge all too rare in official circles. ECA has also expanded its
use of expert working groups to help advise on programmes and to share knowledge.

ECA's African Knowledge Networks Forum (AKNF) is intended to facilitate knowledge
sharing and research partnerships between professional networks, and between them and end
users, including policy-makers, trainers at institutions of high learning, civil society
organizations and the private sector. ECA has developed very close working relationships
with such significant groups as the African Economic Research Consortium. AKNF
affiliated institutions and organizations share information about their research programmes
and outputs, some electronically, via hyper-linked websites, a few of which ECA has helped
to design, and AKNF meetings have been held at ECA. A special knowledge resource tapped
in the process has been African expertise in the Diaspora.

Added resources has been provided for ECA's AKNF networking by the UN Development
Account and while we believe that the model of networking is worthy, we were not in a
position to conclude whether full value for money has been achieved. Nor were we able to
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review whether ECA is adequately linking with national policy centers (in addition to its
links with academic centers). Some well-positioned interviewees believe such issues
definitely exist. This leads us to recommend that as part of what we advise (later in this
paper) to be more widespread evaluation of programmes, that ECA institute a review of its
networking activities to improve upon what seems to us. to be in theory a vastly superior
model of research creation (vis-a-vis the pre-reform model) and to perfect its networking
linkages. In essence, ECA needs to assure that it is well on the way to linking productively
for both its research and policy needs and that it networks in the most cost-effective way.

d. Rationalization of ECA-sponsored Institutions

Prior to the period under review, past ECA executives had spent an unusually large amount
of time chairing sponsored institutions, and had spent a great deal of money supporting these
institutions. It had long been known that a number of these institutions had become
placement centers for less than fully qualified personnel and were not an optimal use of
resources, yet it had repeatedly been held that it would be politically impossible to reform
them.

In 1997, ECA took steps to rationalize the thirty ECA-sponsored institutions located across
Africa. As a group they lacked coherence and a rationale as to why ECA should continue to
be responsible for them, not withstanding ECA's significant involvement in their
establishment. After a study of the situation, ECA clarified the status of each of the
organizations and gathered the necessary political support to reform the system, which in
many cases required revision oforganizational statutes.

Of the thirty such institutions, six were deemed to be important and viable enough for ECA
to invest in strengthening cooperative links. Relations with these were retained, but with
ECA being only an ex-officio member of their boards. Eight additional institutions were
defined in a category where they are deemed relevant to ECA, but not sustainable due to
inadequate Member support. Accordingly, ECA ended statutory and management relations
with this group. In some cases Member support has now helped these institutions to be
sustained. ECA now links with this group only when invited by these institutions. ECA has
virtually discontinued working relations with a final group of sixteen, most of which had
become non-operational or ceased to function.

This reform not only permitted ECA to give more attention to its core responsibilities; it also
released a considerable amount of executive time to work on these responsibilities.

e. Better Communications and Dissemination

There have been a large number of improvements in the communications work of ECA.
Uppermost in significance to us is the far wider use of web development, thinning down of
publications by a significant amount, peer review of publications, attention to quality in the
production of reports and media, and the creative idea of helping get ECA topics on the
airways. The ECA Communications Team is one of the more vibrant parts of the
organization.

We wish to take nothing from numerous important improvements ECA has made in these
areas. But we join ECA staff concerns that ECA's must make further improvements. Our
particular focus is on three areas: 1) the need to improve the distribution of ECA' s products;
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2) the need to craft products for senior policy audiences; and 3) the need for organized
feedback.

The distribution problems are of long standing. Distribution through the web is an important
improvement, but is not a complete substitute where connectivity is still thin and expensive.
It takes an extra effort and one that is not well appreciated in the budget formulas of the
United Nations where marketing costs are not well understood. In private think tanks it is
not unusual to devote half of a total project's budget to marketing. Historically, ECA has had
to go outside of its regular budget in order to fund proper distribution of its products. This
seems inevitable. Yet a real study of distribution may find new ways to approach the issue
and at least highlight for Members the options ECA has to address the problem more
satisfactorily. For some markets, commercial distribution ought to be possible. In any case,
ECA should be prepared to offer its publications in a more coherent marketing strategy,
making clear how its publications can be obtained and having the capacity to deliver
promptly and efficiently.

The problem of reaching senior policy figures with ECA's policy advice and analyses is
critically important. Far too many of those interviewed know about ECA's work only in
theory. They put even ECA's flagship reports into the library depending on lower-level staff
to tell them if there is something important in these efforts. The sad fact in senior policy
levels throughout the world is that senior people don't have much time to read. Products
must be crafted to their absorptive capacities. We return to this theme later in our report.

Finally, while peer reviewing publications is an important pre-feedback mechanism, ECA
needs to find ways to generate feedback from its intended research and policy audiences.
This can be organized in a large number of standard ways and is essential for assessing the
impact of ECA's work.

f. Building towards Appropriate Finance of ECA

The report prepared by ECA' s staff for the current review discusses the expansion of extra
budgetary resources for ECA and the liberalization of those resources in a movement from
project finance towards and including programme finance. We believe these steps are an
extremely important vote of confidence for the institution.

Indeed, going outside of the UN's regular budget is essential for a more effective
organization. The regular budget of the UN has been in zero growth mode for several years
and is thus shrinking in real terms. And the UN budget system, despite recent reform, is still
so bound to fixed formulas that many vital functions, such as marketing of work, are
routinely shortchanged. Further, it has been difficult for the political system of budget
approval in the General Assembly to discriminate in favor of one regional commission over
another. Thus good, bad or average performance is rewarded equally.

Two problems in the UN's regular budgetary system are reported by ECA officials. One is
that the wishes of the Conference of Ministers often are not well reflected in what Africa's
delegations in New York pursue, and the other is that even though the Advisory Committee
on Administrative and Budgeting Questions (ACABQ) in New York recognizes the priority
that the UN attaches to African development, the final decisions on budget do not reflect that.
Whether or not Members can better affect the final outcomes of the regular budget ofECA is
a matter of conjecture. But it may well be worth calling upon the creativity of a perhaps
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more active Conference to focus on this issue. For the moment, however, these issues rightly
lead ECA to focus strongly on extra-budgetary resources.

In its first decades ECA had built up extra-budgetary resources impressively, particularly by
becoming the implementing agency for major UNDP and UNFPA programmes.
Subsequently, UNDP and UNFPA decided to implement such programmes themselves. This
and the loss of confidence in ECA by other funders led to the decline of annual extra
budgetary resources to only a few $million a year.

By involving development partners in the reform process as commentators, by improving its
products, and by outstanding relations with the partner community, ECA's leadership has
become involved in a number of privileged settings. For example, ECA's Executive
Secretary was the first commission head from any regional commission to be invited (and
then to be annually invited) to the Tidewater Group, the informal forum of heads of donor
agencies. ECA has been involved in preparing participants for G-8 meetings and has
introduced major initiatives discussed by the G-8. It has created an important forum for
review of the PRSPs which has had impact on Bank and Fund practices. ECA has created
the innovative 'Big Table' of selected heads of donor organizations and African ministers of
finance. The Executive Secretary has made numerous thoughtful, intellectually well
supported and bold speeches ranging across a broad spectrum of Africa's development
themes. These reach the Partner community. Finally, ECA has led the way in successfully
changing the rules of the aid game by introducing the concept of mutual accountability in
NEPAD and in the reviews of aid to Africa to be jointly conducted by GECD and ECA.
These have been extraordinary achievements.

All of this has led partners to have much higher confidence in ECA and this shows in their
support, as the following comparison of ECA's financial support vis-a-vis its peer
commissions makes clear.

Extra-Budgetary Support for UN Regional Commissions
(in $ millions)

1998-9 2000-1 2002-3 (est.) 2004-5 (est.)

ECA $11.7 $11.4 $24.1 $28.0
ESCAP (Asia Pacific) 23.9 21.2 23.1 19.0
ECE (Europe) 11.2 11.5 17.1 15.7
ECLAC (Latin America) 17.5 20.5 19.0 17.1
ESCWA (West Asia) 3.8 3.0 2.4 1.4

This performance by ECA has been achieved notwithstanding the fact that membership in the
three major regional commissions includes wealthy non-regional members enabling these
commissions to have far easier access to resources. The internal oversight mechanism of the
UN (01S1) recently has favorably cited ECA for its leadership among the commissions in
mobilizing external support.

The implications of extra-budgetary gains for ECA's finances are immense. If one subtracts
the administrative expenses from ECA's budget, the above extra-budgetary resources mean
an increase in ECA's resources for substantive programmes of:
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23.5% for 1998-9,
24.6% for 2000-1,
46% for 2002-3, and
52% for 2004-5.

Since ECA is holding down its administrative expenses to a fairly flat level, the extra
resources are being effectly leveraged for programme use. The proportion of total resources
going into programmes are thus estimated to be:

63% for 1998-9,
62% for 2000-1, and
68% for 2002-3.

It is quite possible that this proportion will reach 70% for 2004-5.

These trends are all in the right direction. The relative flexibility of extra-budgetary
resources, particularly non-project extra budgetary resources, are arguably an important
contributor to a more effective programme.

It is pleasing to report that the ECA partners and partner groupings interviewed for this report
were unanimous in praising ECA's reform and its leadership. They attested to a level of
confidence too rare in parallel settings in Africa and elsewhere.

A possible source of finance that has not been successfully tapped for many years is
additional member State contributions through the UN Trust Fund for Africa's Development
(UNTFAD). Indeed no contrihutions from Members have been received for several years.
This is in some contrast with Member actions vis-a-vis the RECs and other regional
organizations.

States located in other regions support their regional commissions. We advise that ECA
explore with Members and within its interministerial mechanisms, to ractivate UNTFAD.
Such contributions would enhance a sense ofownership of ECA' s work and would stand it in
good stead in further mobilization of resources from outside the region. It would also be
useful for Members to better recognize that their requests for new initiatives by the
Commission to some extent depends upon the willingness of Members to help supply the
resources necessary for those services.

ECA's successes can be expected to lead to further demands by Members for additional
programme activity and services. But at the same time the case builds for Members to assist
in mobilizing resources for such work through more effective solidarity in budget discussions
regarding the regular budget, by encouraging partners to support ECA, and by helping
directly support the work of the Commission. In the absence of such support, placing more
demands upon ECA for services without helping ECA to mobilize additional resources seems
unfair.

We have only reviewed the most important building blocks for impact. But they are
important individually; collectively they are impressive by any measure. It has taken a great
deal of courage and leadership to reform an institution where reform had not been on the
agenda for decades. That such depth and breadth of reform took place within the UN has
significance far beyond the Commission.

---------------------_.
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4. Review of Programme Themes

An early and essential part of ECA's reform, was to consolidate ECA's programmes (and its
associated units of administration) around five themes, from 21 programmes. These are:
economic and social policy; development management and governance; trade, investment
and regional integration; information for development and sustainable development. A sixth
theme, gender, was conceived as a cross-cutting issue but later expanded into a separate
theme. We believe these six themes are appropriate for the Commission and that work
within these themes has most generally been on the mark.

But we also wish to comment about an additional issue, which we believe can be sharpened
by treating work now found among divisions in a more holistic strategy. This involves work

'\ relating to private sector development, including investment and employment, micro credit,
, fostering capital markets and encouraging professional associations. Much of ECA's work

regarding the private sector comes under both economic policy and governance programme
themes. ILO and ECA are working together on employment friendly macro-economic
policies. A good deal of work concerns employment. The next 'Big Table' will focus on the
private sector.

But governance and its backstopping innovations alone is not, of itself, a sufficient pre
condition for development which means positive growth and employment. On the contrary,
advantage needs to be taken of this favorable environment to create conditions for the
involvement of the people in the management and exploitation of their economies through
the attainment of macro economic stability and access to credit on reasonable terms, for
macro and micro projects and the assurance of viable returns to such investment. This
process implies the acceptance by the Commission, howsoever, of fostering capacity building
for businessmanagement at the basic, secondary and tertiary levels. -~---' "'-.'

For ECA the challenge is not to create a seventh programme by consolidating its work on
private sector policy, enterprise and employment under one bureaucratic unit: the challenge
is to bring under one analytic framework and strategy ECA's work in these areas, to fill in
gaps and, as needed, delete work, and to manage this work well across divisions. In the end,
the key is that the sum should be more than the parts.

In terms of ECA's existing programmes, we have the following comments and
recommendations.

a. Monitoring and Tracking Africa's Economic Performance

ECA is getting adept at producing timely and analytically innovative analyses. The
Economic Report on Africa (ERA) is far better than it used to be. Reports tracking regional
integration, gender, donor performance, governance and other items are launched or soon
will be launched. ECA has thus found a major niche for itself in producing such reports.

But further improvements need to be made especially in the areas of technical production and
distribution. Both the excellence of the product and the need to reach a wider audience
compel further refinements.

ECA should explore the possibility of synergies between or merger of its ERA and the
OECD/ADB report on Africa. In any case, ECA should incorporate in the ERA more
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absolute data. Too much of it now is relative data (e.g~centage changes in performance)
~g the absolute figures ofperformance. .

We are pleased to note a renewed commitment to improving ECA's work on statistical
systems. ECA has a comparative advantage among peer groups to take on this work.' -...,..----

b. Poverty and Social Policy Analysis

ECA's work in this critically important area (which embrace~~~and
I HIY/AIDS in addition to poverty) is promising. We note currently informal plans to have
\ the 2005 African Development Forum on the subject of youth, itself a huge topic often
neglected in senior policy forums. ~ -~.. ---

To the extent that ECA's work can directly help to underpin the major UN initiative of the
Millennium Development Goals, there will be added benefit to a coordinated UN approach to
Africa. To facilitate this, ECA can and should be expected to increasingly integrate its
poverty and social policy work in more holistic analyses.

c. Development Management and Governance

ECA's work tracking governance and its innovations backstopping the African Peer Review
Mechanism is greatly appreciated by those interviewed. In our view, NEPAD (as a
programme of the AU) has everything to gain from working even more closely with ECA on
these and sectoral matters.

But, delays in producing ECA's analytical work on governance is losing ECA opportunities
for further impact. We regret the necessity of the postponements of the African
Development Forum on Governance.

The UN has serious and fundamental rationales for supporting the strengthening of civil
society (as will be amplified soon in the report of a Panel of Eminent Persons on UN-Civil
Society Relations chaired by former president Cardoso of Brazil). ECA has done well in
highlighting civil society in its African Development Forums, but many other UN agencies
and some of the other UN regional commissions are well in advance of ECA in working
systematically with the civil society sector. In Africa there is also the need to foster civil
society, thus we advise workiiigOii this challenge while, at the same time, renewing efforts to
strengthen ECA's programmes and relationships with civil society.

ECA's leadership has expressed similar comments to us.

d. Trade, Investment and Regional Integration

ECA has a long and generally very well-regarded history of fostering regional integration
and the Regional Economic Communities as building blocks to this end. With timely and
regular reporting on regional integration, ECA will be in a strengthened position to strategize
how its own relatively small resources can help foster regional integration most effectively in
the future. We welcome the potential of a stronger AU which is better able to engage in such
strategy considerations. ECA's work on trade has been timely, creative and has assisted
Africa to have more unified and effective positions. At a time when the climate for
multilateral progress on trade issues has clouded, the need for strategic thinking and unifying
initiatives becomes all the more important.
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e. Information for Development

ECA's work on regional and country policies on information for development has been a
creative force throughout many parts of Africa. Interviews within and outside of Africa
confirm that these initiatives are thought to be highly effective and are widely respected.
For instance in explaining how his country is orienting its future development to nurture an
information society, H.E. Paul Kagame, President of the Republic of Rwanda told the World
Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) in December 2003 "At this juncture, I would like
to express gratitude to a number of international initiatives which have contributed to the
growth and development of lCT for global development, most notably the Economic
Commission for Africa, in Rwanda's case."

Being ahead of the curve, building up credibility through well-crafted initiatives, and gaining
authority to act has led to ECA being able to garner sufficient resources to do substantial
outreach at the national level, helping significantly to fulfill ECA's mandate to work at the
national level in this sector. It would be unfair to ask whether the lCT gap between Africa
and the rest of the world had narrowed because of this work, but surely ECA has helped
Africa change its trend line in becoming more connected nationally and more linked
regionally.

f. Sustainable Development

ECA's mandated work on sustainable development has some very useful contributions to
show, but overall it has yet to prove itself to be contributing at the same level of other

~
programme themes. In part this is because the nexus 0'£ food security, population and

. t . .fficult concept and because the programme theme also carries science and
. technology, another under-appreciated sector in Africa's development. ~
~.. ----

,
The Committee on Sustainable Development study of the programme last fall did credit the
programme with increasing awareness of its issues, but said the computer simulation
modeling programme, in which a fair amount of effort has been expended, had not borne
much fruit. The topics involved in this theme are far too important to drop, but finding the
exact way in which ECA will build added value to Africa's development in this theme area is
a continuing challenge. Perhaps ECA's exciting plans to monitor performance on sustainable
development and the outstanding way in which ECA has helped on the water issue (within
this programme theme) will help point a future direction.

Since the nexus issues embodied in this programme - population, environment, agriculture
and food security, as well as science and technology for development - are central to Africa's
development planning, ECA may use its comparative advantage to exploit the new window
of opportunity offered by the AU's efforts to implement NEPAD. ECA's implementation of
the broad elements 0 f the sustainable development programme is likely to have a greater
impact on a wider African constituency of member States through close collaboration with
the AU and the Regional Economic Communities.

Finally, in the rationale for creating the Sustainable Development theme was the belief that
ECA could gather and share best practices in the management of these long-term cross
ministry issues to probe how sustained political support can be fostered. In such an
approach, ECA has many comparative advantages.
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g. Gender

The work of ECA's African Centre for Gender and Development is one of the success stories
of ECA's institutional rclorms and programme Implementation. Work in the four priority
areas of assisting member States in the effective implementation of the Beijing Platform of
Action; poverty eradication; promoting women's human and legal rights; and women's
participation in decision-making, is well-regarded and has a widespread constituency.

The plan to have focal points in each Member country may prove to be financially and
managerially difficult to achieve. The possibility of using growing parliamentary
involvement in gender issues through national and regional parliaments should be given
serious consideration as an alternative instrument for reaching a wider constituency.

Whatever networking strategies are chosen, increasing use of ICT linkages and a serious flow
ofproducts on a regular basis will strengthen this already strong programme.

Overall, ECA's concentration of its programmes on key issues has made the Commission
more timely and relevant to Africa's development leaders. It is a remarkable substantive
reform which is due to the efforts not only of ECA's leadership, but to programme managers,
middle-level professionals and staff work oflarge numbers of the ECA team. The initiatives
underway to further enrich this staff by adding new strengths, training and facilitating their
work are appropriate.

5. Developing New Policy Forums and Major Initiatives

ECA's has dramatically turned around lower-level discussions to high-level, timely, vibrant,
ambitious and impactful work. The initiatives, (The African Development Forum, the Big
Table, The African Learning Group on PRSPs, The Compact inputs to NEPAD, work with
the G-8, initiatives on debt and trade, Partnership forums) have been high profile and not
without risk.

It is remarkable not that there have been misses .. .indeed, some efforts have not been as
successful as others ....but that there has been so much success. The successes in no small
part are due to assertive and creative leadership from an African-based institution. Fine
tuning is in order. Many of those interviewed hope that ADFs will move to a more regular
and predictable schedule and some have suggested that the African Learning Group on
PRSPS needs to keep the level of intellectual excitement ofits first meetings.

6. Intergovernmental Machinery

During the period under review, ECA and its Conference of Ministers have rationalized its
intergovernmental machinery to a considerable extent with improvements that seem to have
worked out well. It is particularly gratif'ying to see closer cooperation with the ADB in
collaborating on their respective armual meetings. The growth of Intergovernmental
Committees of Experts working with the SROs is also laudatory.

Our suggested improvements include the following: A more active oversight function of the
intergovernmental machinery by ECA and the Conference Bureau. This should include an
armual review of that machinery to give an opportunity to agree on further reforms. It is
recornmended that Members have more consistency in representation to build up expertise.
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And we recommend having an "old business" item to assure continuity and reporting on what
has taken place since prior recommendations were issued.

We also have a note of caution regarding squeezing ECA's Conference of Ministers into one
day. That may well be too much compression. Usually two days for a group as large and
diverse as the Conference are required. The more compressed such meetings become, the
more important is it that ECA develop parallel ways of interacting with Africa's development
leaders.

7. Regional and Sub-Regional Collaboration

a. Collaboration at the Regional Level

The ECA has an impressive record of fostering regional economic cooperation and
integration in Africa. Indeed, many of Africa's economic communities would not exist today
without the solid intellectual and technical support provided by ECA. The transformation of
the OAU into the African Union and the adoption of the comprehensive work programme
embodied in NEPAD offers another opportunity to strengthen ECA's collaboration with both
ADB and the AU. Those interviewed believe it imperative for ECA to continue close
involvement in NEPAD.

Closer ties between ECA and ADB have yielded good results. A Memorandum of
Understanding between the two organizations exists. In this context, a number of very solid
collaborations have arisen which point the way to continued initiative-by-initiative
collaboration. Uppermost of these is the coordination of the annual meetings of the ADB
Board and the ECA Conference of Ministers as well as agreement to jointly produce the
Symposium held with ADB Board meetings. ADB is also helping to sponsor the next
African Development Forum. Our interviewing confirmed that there is ground for even more
collaboration on policy work.

The Chairman of AU and the Executive Secretary of ECA have been meeting productively.
As the structures of the AU become operational within the next two years, a formalized
relationship among the three main regional institutions can be expected to take place which
produces closer collaboration and more effectively arrived at common positions across a
range of issues. The opportunities and challenges offered by the implementation of NEPAD
and its APRM, particularly, will provide opportunities for fruitful collaboration between the
three regional institutions.

Either de facto or de jure, a resurrected Joint Secretariat is needed to foster synergies and
joint initiatives. In any case, a strategic alliance with the AU, i.e., a relationship more deep
and managed more closely than an MOU, is recommended.

Encouraged by senior levels interviewed for this report, we believe that it is timely for a
retreat to take place among the leadership of AU and ECA to explore how to develop the
basis fot long-term alliance between these two critically important organizations.

b. Collaboration at the Sub-Regional Level

'BCA's strengthening of its Sub-Regional Offiees and their linkages with the Regional
Economic Communities (RECs) is the right model and should be expected to build
increasing activism and effectiveness over time. There is definitely success to build upon in
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some instances, including more active Intergovernmental Committee of Experts working
with the RECs. But our interviews also point to problems. The RECs themselves are uneven
in their development. Some struggle to make a mark, some require rationalization, while
others are sophisticated and feel a good deal more self-reliant. The latter have a lot of purely
technical issues to contend with which preoccupy them. In such a setting, regional policy has
relevance, but is not necessarily a high priority.

The RECs are already part ofECA's policy creation mechanisms. They will be brought into
closer collaboration with the AU through a revised Protocol on the Relationship between the
AU and the RECs expected to be acted upon by Africa's Heads of State and Government this
July. Thus the role of the RECs in regional policy creation is expected to increase. Some of
the RECs believe that ECA's roles with them should be molded within the relationship they
establish with the AU in order to give more coherence and, frankly, to be more efficient for
them.

Our conclusion is that the topic is important and that ECA should renew its efforts to have
viable frameworks of relationships with those RECs where relations are not robust. ECA is
right to help solve the rationalization of the RECs, but it will be a difficult task. We also
believe that continued and regular production of ECA's overviews of the regionalization
process (i.e., the "ARIA," ECA's report on regional integration) is and will be a valuable
contribution to Africa's regional integration.

Perhaps most fundamentally would be finding understandings with those RECs not yet in
framework agreements with ECA on their longer-term relations with the Commission, as a
means of moving the field more holistically, somewhat akin to the kind of framework the
RECS are now pursuing with the AU. ECA has a continuing needed role given the advantage
of its established capacities and its ability to help bring the RECs together directly (through
rationalization efforts) and in fostering regional policies. These roles have continuing high
relevance.

8. Coordination with Other Parts of the UN System

a. Regional Coordination Roles

ECA has helped Africa to be more effective in participating in several of the UN's global UN
initiatives. This presents a much improved record of assistance to Members and resulting
improved gains for Africa.

A special case of a global initiative addressed to Africa was the UN System-wide Special
Initiative for Africa where implementation coordination started with UNDP, at the start of the
period under review, and ended up with ECA. In hindsight, the exercise started with far too
little political buy-in by African governments, a far too low level of implementation
responsibility with the UN in New York, and a lack of sustained interest by UN agencies and
the Bretton Woods Institutions. By the time ECA was handed implementation responsibility,
the initiative was a shell of its intended effort. ECA did keep together sectoral groupings
where there was a willingness of agencies and governments, e.g., in the water and
governance areas, which has effectively helped coordinate UN l>.ttivity in Africa. The
Special Initiative experience has convinced ECA and most obseners that home-grown
initiatives, such as NEPAD, have a much greater chance of success. The experience also
documents the value of sectoral coordination.
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ECA is mandated by the Secretary-General of the UN to coordinate UN work regionally
within Africa. In fulfilling this mandate, ECA has chaired five regional meetings of the UN
agencies working in Africa and is planning a sixth meeting. While much more could be
desired from these meetings, particularly if other lead parts of the UN system invested more
in this process, the fact is that ECA' s initiatives have been far more successful than in other
regions where meetings on regional coordination among UN agencies are nil to rare.

UNDP is in the process of creating a major office in South Africa to take on running a good
deal of UNDP's work in Africa. Some feel that it looks like UNDP is embarking on
duplicating ECA's work at the regional level. However, typically such decentralizations
improve service, so establishment of a major office in Africa by UNDP could present an
opportunity for UNDP to be more actively engaged in regional coordination work, something
we believe would be seen as positive by Members. On the other hand, it is incumbent that
the UN's top leadership be quite clear about how the respective role of a major new UN
entity in Africa ought to be relating to those already on the continent.

Cooperation at the project level and with specific initiatives (e.g., the African Development
Forums) has involved a wide range of UN agencies representing a far more broad and deep
set of relationships than has existed prior to the period under review. A continued effort to
involve other UN partners in the sub-regional ICE meetings may well enhance future
coordination.

b. Cooperation with the Bretton Woods Institutions

Prior to the period under review, ECA's relationships with the Bretton Woods Institutions
(BWls) could be characterized as ranging from nil to hostile. Even when ECA was arguing
from strength, for example when it was ahead of the curve in finding the ills of structural
adjustment and the need for "adjustment with a human face," it managed to antagonize
relations with the BWls, and an outside partner (in that case UNICEF) was needed to repair
the damage.

In the period under review, relations with the World Bank, in particular, have turned from
indifference into eager cooperation. The Bank has partnered with ECA not only in various
programmes, but in assisting the reform process. The work of the PRSP Learning Group is
seen as mutually helpful by the BanklFund and by Members. The SPA has welcomed ECA
as a member and this has paved the way to membership by African states.

The October 2003 Big Table meeting in Washington, which involved participation by the
President of the World Bank and the Managing Director of the IMP, showed that cooperation
with the BWIs does not mean that ECA has lost its independence. Indeed ECA insisted upon
its positions on debt, while maintaining the participation of the BWI executive leadership.
The meeting reviewed a host of working issues and was an unusually frank and timely event.
Past meetings of the Big Table organized by ECA also effectively pushed the BWI
institutions to change policy regarding HlPC and the PRSP processes. In so doing, ECA has
worked hard with its Members to generate common positions, often based upon ECA
research and policy recommendations. Having interviewed both sides (BWls and ECA), we
believe that the current relationships can be most fairly described as one of mutual respect
and that relations are on track. The Bank particularly appreciates that in ECA it has a
respected African-based group that works from very well-prepared positions. This has
helped to tip the scales within the Bank on a number of issues.
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ECA's relationships with the WTO are, of course, newer. But we believe that ECA's current
work will lead to a similar relationship of effectively putting forth Africa's case while
maintaining good working relations.

9. Cross-Cutting Issues

Through our own analyses and interviewing, we believe that there are six cross-cutting issues
deserving of additional attention which we commend to the Reviewers and ECA, and through
the Reviewers to the Members.

a. Reaching the Political Level

It does no good to have better people and better products unless the right audiences are being
addressed. In the case of ECA, a deliberate effort has been made to reach the political level of
influence (such as the Big Table, ADF, improved Ministerial Conferences, activated ICEs)
and this effort has paid off by engaging the leaders of development policy as never before in
ECA's history.

ECA now is producing enough policy materials of high value that it should strive to engage
those leaders more directly and regularly. Those interviewed attest to how difficult it is to
register with leaders unless personal contact is made. While we recognize that ECA's own
leadership is stretched already, we recommend more contacts by the leadership of ECA with
top political-level leaders in Africa and with partners. Within Africa there ought to be a goal
of reaching one fourth of the Members per year so that over each four-year period, each
Member will be visited by a top ECA leader. Ideally, based upon experiences ECA has had in
recent years, these occasions will involve being hosted by the Minister of Finance, briefings
of other Ministers, perhaps briefings with the Head of State, and perhaps a lecture at a leading
university.

Another very important way of reaching the top leadership level would be for the AU to re
establish its important past practice of inviting ECA to brief the Heads of State and
Government at its annual summit regarding economic conditions in Africa. In recent years
ECA has briefed the Council of Ministers at OAU meetings, which is valuable. But a number
of those interviewed believe that appearance by ECA with the Head of State would add a
valuable perspective on the region's development which most to these leaders currently do
not receive.

ECA should also devise additional strategies for outreach, for example, by launching its
reports simultaneously in capitals around the continent in concert with local political leaders
as is done by other parts of the UN (e.g., UNDP and UNICEF).

Uppermost, ECA should be in touch no less than quarterly with its Conference of Ministers
and other key Ministerial functions with timely updates and briefings. A Governor of a
Central Bank who is also a development scholar, told us that ECA'smajor reports do not
reach him and that in any case he has too little time to read lengthy documents, even if they
are top flight. Instead, he recommended sending the longer reports to mid-level policy
experts, but sending people at his level three-page policy briefs. that provide updates on
ECA's work, the policy implications of this work and website andtelephone contacts so that
he could follow up if a topic really interested him. We think that such political-level products
would be an excellent addition to ECA's output.

- £ • ~
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b. Country Services Vis-a-vis Regional and Global Policy Work

ECA's core mandates involve helping Africa through regional policy analysis, policy
creation, and consensus building. This work can and does often include raising capacities to
work on such initiatives through training, sharing best experiences and discussions on policy.
Country services are derived from these mandates. In some cases there exists mandates for
more concentrated services, for example, information for development where ECA is
mandated to help Africa countries move towards an African Information Society, governance
(particularly in the APRM process) where country knowledge is critical, and gender where
ECA is mandated to follow up implementation in Africa of the Beijing and Africa positions.
In addition, over the past several years, strengthened Sub-Regional Offices and stronger
regional advisors have been intended to better serve Members by serving as a bridge between
policy needs and ECA's roles to foster coherent regional policy and to help members achieve
regional aims.

At the same time, ECA is not mandated to provide country services in a number of other
areas of its programmes where the emphasis is on being active on regional substantive issues
and in fostering Africa's positions in global forums.

To perform its core services, ECA must know the realities of contemporary development and
it must know where common ground between Members can be found. To do this necessitates
working at the country level to gather knowledge and exchange views.

The question is not whether ECA is benefiting members. Surely its work on large issues
(debt, aid relations, measures of development and governance performance) have important
implications for national development and indeed may well be more critical than any number
of direct advisory services which ECA could provide. And, surely, too, as our review in
previous sections spells out, the level of significance of this policy work has gone up
markedly in the period under review. ECA is having important impacts unusual for a
regional policy centre.

The question, then, is how much ofECA's resources should be devoted to the national level.
There appears to be a lack of full understanding on this, leading in some cases to expectations
of country services above ECA's abilities. A clear understanding between Members and
ECA of how the apportionment of resources should be determined between regional/global
matters and national services would be useful.

Considerations should include the following:

• Work at the national level is very useful to inform ECA's research and policy
work, but this important task does not require coverage of each country on each
Issue.

• There are no clear substitutes for ECA's work at the regional level on a number of
policy research issues, while there are a range of other service providers that can
be tapped for national advisory and training services.

• ECA's resources do not permit coverage of advisory services for all member
States in almost any area of ECA's substantive work, particularly if such services
require longer-term capacity building.

• There is no prospect of resources to permit such continental coverage, even if
ECA's mandates to provide such services were to be expanded across all of
ECA's programmes.
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• Members could gain a lot from having effective focal points with responsibility to
disseminate research policy findings coming from ECA to policy and research
centers and academic libraries throughout each country.

• ECA might consider having the equivalence of legislative impact statements with
some of the proposals discussed within its Conference so the likely degree of
services and budget implications ofproviding such services can be understood.

We believe that new technologies, for example, the ability to conference via
telecommunications, will enable ECA to spread its services more efficiently in the future and
it should work to do so. But we also believe it appropriate to advise ECA and its Members to
work for an understanding of the requirements and possibilities of national advisory and
training services in light of the above considerations so that there can be well-based mutual
expectations.

c. Building for Greater Impact

In reviewing ECA's programme impacts, one can observe that whereas in the past
programme outputs have been produced and launched, more recently there is a programmatic
flow in which progranrmes are agreed with constituency groups, carried out, demands are
articulated for further work and that work leads to further demands. This interaction with key
constituency groups, and the highly commendable widespread use of peer review of ECA's
intellectual products, gives added probability of positive impacts. Expanding on these
commendable changes, ECA's programming cycle needs to become more results oriented, as
is planned in ECA's current reform initiatives and as is required in the UN's new result
oriented budgeting system.

Orienting progranrmes more systematically to help achieve explicit development opjectives
will be consistent with the recent initiative of the International Financial Institutions (African
Development Bank, Asian Development Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and World Bank) and the OECD Development
Assistance Committee to foster "Management for Results." These organizations have both a
Working Group on Managing for Results consisting of the banks and a Joint Venture on
Managing for Development Results organized by the DAC/OECD.

A second roundtable of these organizations meeting in February 2004 in Marrakech adopted
an ambitious program to foster management for results at the national and donor levels.
Numerous actions in 2004 are planned, including launching major work to stimulate
statistical systems to measure development accomplishments. (It is interesting that the report
to the plenary on statistics for results begins with a quote from South Africa's Minister of
Finance, Trevor Manuel: "If you can't measure it, you can't manage it.") The power of these
institutions means that the coming few years will be a time when results-oriented
programmes will be more the order of the day.

Under Sadako Ogata, JICA announced in October 2003 it would build on four pillars, the
first of which is "aiming at a more result-oriented approach and enhanced efficiency."

As ECA builds its programmes for greater impact, there are a number of things which
experience in this process leads us to recommend:

• The most fundamental of our proposals involves the shift to Management by Results
and operating Programmes to achieve larger Objectives and Impacts. Our work was
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somewhat difficult to conduct because objectives for programmes were not clearly
available. We are pleased that ECA's proposed programme plan for 2006-7 includes
articulated objectives for each of its programmes. Management geared toward
attaining development objectives must become a more routine part of ECA's future.
ECA is now installing the use of "outcome mapping" (i.e., a monitoring and
evaluation tool used to map impact) as a way to manage towards larger objectives.
That system has contributions to make and can be used in tandem with the UN's new
reqnired use of the "logical framework," in programming. The framework is a system
of planning outcomes at various levels of impact and installing monitoring and
evaluation around those outcomes. The logical framework (Iogframe) was first taught
to ECA staff in 1992 but it was not incorporated into management. The task now will
be both for all ECA managers and professional staff to acquire facility in outcome
mapping and logframe work, and then to seriously apply the thinking of management
by programme objective into ECA's management reviews, monitoring and evaluation
work. Similarly, management for results/impacts can and should be carefully and
realistically incorporated into ECA's commendable initiation of management
contracts with its senior managers. These actions would be the most fundamental of
the current era of ECA reform. They are certainly in the current direction of the on
going reform.

• As noted previously, there is a crucial need to devise specific marketing strategies for
each major report and outreach initiative, the costs of which need to be incorporated
into planning and budgets. This will require adroit use of various budgetary resources
and great creativity in finding effective and cost-efficicnt ways to spread its word.
Once users are securely reached, feedback mechanisms should be established.

• Country mission reports for other than very short-term service should incorporate how
results from the work being fostered should be measured, and ECA should institute a
system offollow-up to gather information on furthering impact.

• The budget and plarrning system of ECA should aggregate its initiatives so that one
can gain a better understanding, for example, of the total service to individual
countries and to regional economic communities. Memos of understanding with
countries and regional economic communities should be more widely instituted and
should include means of assessing the results of services. (Training in this has been
given ECA staffby World Bank experts.)

• ECA should backstop its work on quality control in two ways. Internally,
backstopping and training should be strong to inculcate development results into ECA
programmes. At the same time, ECA's work on governance should reflect recognition
of the need to build capacity in Member governments to monitor and evaluate.

Having said all this, we are aware that the UN's Office of Internal Oversight Services has
criticized most of the regional commissions for not having adequate self-evaluation systems.
ECA is not alone in facing these challenges.

d. Formulating strategies for consistency

ECA's reform has accomplished much in focusing the Commission and aggregating
resources around core issues. It has largely stopped a process prior to the reform of the
Commission regularly handing itself numerous mandates. It is important that ECA hold to its
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priorities and resist returning to its old ways of adding mandates. ECA has shown flexibility
in adding topics to its agenda as events required, for example its work on NEPAD and on
debt. The 2006-7 budget submitted underthe UN's new results-based budgeting system is an
opportunity to reconfirm with Members existing directions.

With a clearer focus on objectives, ECA can better assess whether proposals for added work
adds or detracts from its core commitments to outcomes and impacts. Similarly, member
States can assist ECA and benefit more from ECA's work by creating a cadre of experts on
ECA's work who can regularly participate at the ECA' s conferences and ICEs, thus
providing better prepared expertise on what is reasonable to ask of ECA. Most every theme
of ECA's work is a long-term issue that needs consistency and retention of focus.

e. Ensuring Sustainability

In terms of institutional maturity, there is now much greater depth in ECA. The credibility of
ECA is built now far less upon the reputation of a few people (as it was at the beginning of
ECA's reforms) and much more on the quality of analysis and presentations by many mid
and senior-level staff, as well as advisory work by a number of true experts.

ECA can best compete to hold onto its staff resources in standard ways (assuring decent
living allowances, a fine clinic, a fair personnel system), but this will not be enough. The key
way to compete is to have such high levels of professional activity and accomplishment that
the professional rewards are greater than can be found elsewhere. ECA will soon be able to
reduce the feeling of professional isolation through its enhanced electronic communications
systems. It can also do this by regularly bringing to ECA electronically (and in person)
leaders of the development field from throughout Africa and abroad. The Sustainable
Development Division has a particularly commendable record in this regard.

This said, perhaps the single most important action that can be taken to assure institutional
sustainability is for the United Nations to assure that each successive Executive Secretary is
of the very highest caliber. The interviews we have conducted confirm that the current
Executive Secretary is considered within African leadership circles and within Partner
leadership circles to be an exceptionally strong and effective leader. Based upon the records
of peer commissions, it is absolutely essential that the next several executive secretaries also
have a combination of superb substantive knowledge, strategic vision, passion and urgency
for the work, and strategic managerial and leadership abilities. Just such a sequence of
outstanding leaders accounts for the very high standing within Latin America of the UN's
regional commission there. If a continuity of high leadership standards is not assured, the
reforms we have reviewed will surely falter.

Institutional sustainability must be matched with programme sustainability. Here there is
already positive evidence of ECA's programmes learning from past experience and evolving
with the needs of policymakers. But this cycle of "creation-implementation-review-and
revision" must be institutionalized with a great deal more attention and rigor. In this process,
ways must be found to regularly be in touch with stakeholders, particularly in visits in
member States, to be sure that ECA efforts are reaching them and are viewed as positive. The
ministerial oversight function is necessary but not sufficient for this task.

f, Fostering a Culture of Thorough-going Professionalism
Institutional reform is always difficult. On the scale undertaken by ECA, institutional reform
is almost always accompanied by resistance. We believe that ECA is at the tipping point in
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tenus of staffing where reaching high professional performance will become the clearly
dominant culture throughout the organization. That and inculcating a spirit ofthoughtful risk
taking and innovation are key to a dynamic organization.

ECA's highly conunendable progress is a reform process that continues to be an
extraordinarily open one, involving open space meetings, internal staff management of the
reform steps, and a management team containing many very modem managers who welcome
new ideas.

But the going is not without bumps. Pockets of resistance to change exist in other regional
commissions and other regional organizations, and such, unfortunately, is also the case within
ECA. In all such cases, conunitted staff (who always are the great majority of the institution)
know that actions to discredit their institutions are beneath contempt as the actions can
weaken staffmorale.

Members can provide a real service to the reform process by unambiguously endorsing the
process of change, condemning attempts within institutions to critique in secret and not in
open discussion, and keeping a watch to help assure the completion of the total
professionalization process. Members should do this, in our view, even as they may well wish
to critique specific initiatives and suggest better courses.

In sununary, we believe that ECA has made an extraordinary amount of progress. In terms 0

policy impact, there is no rival institution in Africa. That is not a desirable situation. Many 0

those interviewed for this report look forward to the day when ADB and the AU will have
much stronger policy analysis and impact. At that time ECA will not stand out as much as it
does now. But in the absence of that time, it is all the more important that ECA continue to
stand out and that it continue to improve upon its work and impact.

An attachment contains a list of those interviewed and unattributed conunents from those
interviewed for this review,
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Attachment: Selected Commentary from Experts Interviewed by the Consultants

Numerous persons were interviewed inside of ECA. The following persons outside of ECA
were interviewed as part of preparing the consultants' report:

Sulafa Al-Bassam, Officer in Charge, Regional Commissions Office, United Nations
Richard Carey, Deputy Director, Secretariat, Development Assistance Committee,

OECD
Mohammed Ibn Chambas, Executive Secretary, Economic Community of West

African States (ECOWAS)
H.E. Ambassador Mr. Chitsaka Chipaziwa, Permanent Mission of the Republic of

Zimbabwe to the United Nations and Other International Organizations in
Geneva

M.A. Abdulrahim Dira, UNDP Project Coordinator, African Union Commission, and
former Director, Department ofEconomic Cooperation, OAU

Victoria Elliot, Manager, Corporate Evaluation and Methods, Operations Evaluation
Department, The World Bank

H.E. Dr. Mardi Farahat, Minister Plenipotentiary, Permanent Mission of the Arab
Republic of Egypt to the United Nations and Other Special Institutions in
Switzerland

Robert Fowler, Ambassador, Embassy of Canada, Rome. (In charge of preparations
on Africa for the G-8 Summit in Canada.)

Davis Goldsbrough, Deputy Director, Independent Evaluation Office, IMF
Elliott Harris, Advisor, Policy Development and Review Department, IMF
Eveline Herfkens, Secretary-General's Executive Coordinator for the Millennium

Development Goals Campaign, United Nations (and former Minister of
Development, The Netherlands)

Giles Hopkins, expert on institutional reform, The World Bank
H.E. Ambassador Mr. Nathan Irumba, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Uganda

to the United Nations and Other International Organizations in Geneva
Jeffrey Katz, Senior Advisor, Africa Region, The World Bank
Henock Kille, Director, Strategic Planning and Research Department, African

Development Bank
Tony Killick, Senior Research Associate, Overseas Development Institute, UK
Angela King, Assistant Secretary-General, Special Advisor on Gender Issues and

Advancement ofWomen, United Nations
Ellen Kornegay, Director, Women's Bureau, Government of the Republic of South

Africa
William Lyakurwa, Professor, Executive Director, African Economic Research

Consortium
Calisto Madavo, Vice President, Africa Region, The World Bank
M. Musa Mbengue, Executive Secretary, The Permanent Interstate Committee for

Drought Control in the Sahel (Comite permanent Inter Etats de Lutte Contre la
Secheresse dans Ie Sahel) (CILSS)

H.E. Ambassador Mr. Jaynarian Meetoo, Permanent Mission of the Republic of
Mauritius to the United Nations in Geneva and Other International
Orgnaizations in Switzerland

Themba MhIonto, Chief Director, Southern Africa Development Community (SADC)
H.E. Ambassador Mms Amina Mohamed, Permanent Mission of the Republic of

Kenya to the United Nations in Geneva and Other Special Institutions in
Switzerland
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Harris Mule, former Permanent Secretary of Planning, Kenya (and member, 1991
Task Force that reviewed ECA)

Andrew Mulei, Governor, Central Bank of Kenya
J.E.O. Mwencha, Secretary-General, Common Market for Eastern and Southern

Africa (COMESA)
Dileep Nair, Under-Secretary-General for Internal Oversight Services, United Nations
H.E. Ambassador Mr. Charles Ntwaagae, Permanent Mission of the Republic of

Botswana to the United Nations in Geneva
Eloho J. Otobo, Office ofthe Special Advisor on Africa, United Nations
Jeffrey Sachs, Professor, Director, Earth Institute, Columbia University, and Senior

Advisor to the Secretary-General on the Millennium Development Goals
Salim Ahmed Salim, Former Secretary-General, OAU
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, Head, Constitutional Commission, Liberia
Graham Stegmann, Director, Africa Department, Department for International

Development, UK
Louis Sylvain-Goma, Secretary-General, Economic Community of Central African

States (ECCAS)
Miles Wickstead, Director, Prime Minister Blaire's Commission on Africa, former

UK Ambassador to Ethiopia

1. Comments Relevant to the Building Blocks for Impact

a. Human Capacities

New York UN officials interviewed for this report describe themselves as impressed with
ECA's aggressive steps to enhance its human capacities. It has earned ECA a tilt by NY
offices to help it in this quest and it has earned ECA a very rare commendation in 2002 from
the UN Appointments Board for the quality of ECA's screening. The new quality of the
staff was commented upon by many of those interviewed for this review, including one
international banker who said "ifI didn't want ECA to succeed so much, I would poach their
staff."

A few brought up the issue of how a small group of disgruntled employees are taking a lot of
management time with their "outrageous public diatribes" which harms a large and growing
cadre oftop professionals.

b. Partnership within Africa

One astute observer of the UN system noted that ECA is the best connected of the regional
commissions into the political processes of its continent. Other regional connnissions are not
so well-linked.

c. Partnership Relations Outside of Africa

In interviews for this report, donor partners report that their relationships with ECA reflect a
level of trust and confidence that is rare for them in parallel settings in Africa and elsewhere.

One leading donor official interviewed for this review said that his agency had made a survey
of which institution would be most sure to produce results on key development issues and
had selected ECA to partner. He said ECA is a leader on issues and produces results his
organization fmds gratifying, particularly because Africa is a tough place to move issues
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forward. More to the point, on many of these issues, ECA's work had forced his organization
to rethink issues.

Donor/Partners unanimously report that ECA's impact on the global scene (and they often
mention donor relationships arising from the Big Table, and policy changes arising from the
PRSP Learning Group) and impacts on regional policy (they often mention bringing
credibility to NEPAD from ECA's backstopping the APRM), as well as the professionalism
of ECA's staff and products, have led them to place unusual confidence in ECA and to back
that trust with an unusual level of financial support.

For example, as one interviewee reported, in preparing for the G-8 in Canada, a delegation of
Sherpas met with ECA. They expected to be impressed by top-level ECA briefings, but the
Executive Secretary spoke only briefly. Instead they received nine lO-minute briefings by
mid-level ECA staff that "knocked their socks off." ECA was being seen as an institution
worth partnering with.

The management of relationships with the G-8 by ECA was termed by one high official of a
major multilateral institution as "brilliant" and the official named several well-known global
figures who felt the same. Officials in some of the bilateral and multilateral donors
interviewed for this report believe that ECA' s depth and relevance warrants their institution
and ECA moving to more regular consultations of senior staff on a wider range of ECA and
African issues.

d. The Fruits of Collaboration with External Partners

Because a number of donor leaders have seen ECA at the Tidewater meetings and have
participated in the Big Table meetings, it has become more natural for them to turn to ECA
for advice. For example, at the time the G-8 Sherpas were preparing for the Canadian G-8,
they made a trip to Africa to assess whether NEPAD was to be supported. An early stop was
at ECA. In the words of one of the Sherpas: "We expected a good briefing from the
Executive Secretary. We got that, but we also got nine lO-minute briefings by mid-level ECA
staff which were tight, professional, realistic and articulate. We realized there was a
generational change underway and that ECA represented growing depth in Africa.
Afterwards each of the Sherpas developed a relationship to the Executive Secretary and we
each call him for advice." The Sherpas' recommendation that NEPAD be endorsed by the G
8 was approved.

ECA has been increasingly seen as a key player in the SPA meetings. Interviewees from
groups attending SPA meetings report, ECA was often relied upon as a channel to give the
SPA the views of Africa's senior ministers. Such a role is extraordinary for a UN regional
commission. World Bank and IMF staff interviewed for this review explained that ECA was
chosen by the donors for a leadership role in SPA because it is taken seriously by African
governments, is able to organize region-wise, is politically credible, is African-led, and is not
a donor. They praised ECA for pushing donors to incorporate the MDGs into PRSPs.

2. Review of ECA's Themes/Work

a. Themes of Work

Most felt the themes of ECA were right. A few observers of ECA (two inside Africa and one
outside of Africa) felt that ECA should be more closely linked with peacekeeping issues:
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linked to AU, concerned about impacts of conflict, linking analysis of economic performance
to peace or turmoil. A senior figure suggested that one area where AU and ECA could be
complementary would be to help build a climate of tolerance in the continent.

b. Comments on the Qnality of ECA's Work

High marks were given to ECA's work on ICT, economic governance, gender, and
integration. A divided reading was given on the economic policy work. Some, noted below,
particularly those from outside ofAfrica, found the work very useful, but a surprising number
inside Africa had not seen that work.

One experienced African observer felt ECA's economic and social policy analysis was not
yet at a standard found at the Bretton Woods Institutions, AERC, CODESRIA and a number
of national policy think tanks. Likewise, this person felt ECA's work on sustainable
development was already being effectively addressed by IFPRI and FAa,

Several of those interviewed for this report from outside of Africa compared the Economic
Report for Africa (ERA) with World Bank analyses. Both are considered very good, but
ECA's work is seen as having an advantage as it is owned in Africa. On the other hand, a
few interviewed for this review felt that the ERAs had no real influence and were not studied
in depth.

ECA's research reports tracking and analyzing key development issues in Africa now
includes major efforts, such as ECA's 2002 report Harnessing Technologies for Sustainable
Development which was described by those who had seen it (not many) as insightful, hard
hitting and extremely informative. The report is considered bold in that it opposed an
orthodox view that biotechnology was threatening, rather than promising for Africa's future.

If ECA's economic flagship publication, the Economic Report on Africa (ERA) and related
analytical policy pieces are among its best practices, the challenges these initiatives face to
having even greater impact are all the more noteworthy. Some suggested integrating more
objective data in the ERA. Many top officials, however, had not personally read ECA's
flagship publications.

Nonetheless, from other participation with ECA, numerous authorities mentioned the high
value and innovation ofECA's work. For example, senior World Bank officials said that this
work was additive to the work of the Bank and that they felt ECA was at a comparative
advantage to move from national assessments to regional policy prescriptions.

The contribution of ECA on regional integration issues appears well-regarded. A number
interviewed for this report felt ECA could do more.

On trade issues, a number of African Ambassadors who are key WTO negotiators in Geneva
were interviewed. As the agenda of the multilateral trade negotiations has expanded in recent
years, most African countries have found their capacities inadequate to deal with the complex
issues that have emerged. The heavy workload imposed by the agenda is a mismatch with the
small size ofmany of the Permanent Missions of African countries in Geneva. Many African
countries expressed concern at Doha about this. This led the Coordinator of the Africa WIO
Geneva Group to request ECA to provide it support by opening an ECA office in Geneva,
(which it did in late 2003) to work with them at least through the end of the Doha negotiating
round.
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In conversations, glowing praise was given for ECA's two High-Level Brainstorming
Meetings for African Trade Negotiators in preparation for Doha and Cancun and the frequent
retreats for African Ambassadors and experts based in Geneva, held in concert with the AU.
They felt that African states are now better able to synchronize negotiating positions than in
the past. They also cited the value of ECA's briefing notes. They also praised ECA's
Technical Advisor in Geneva for his availability to meet with them weekly, distill issues and
advise on the myriad implications of WTO proposals. The only criticism is that they want
more of what ECA has to offer, e.g., at least two full-time staff on WTO and UNCTAD
matters rather than one. Several felt that the office should be viewed as a permanent
commitment.

In sum: inside Africa there is less than a broad overview of ECA. Inside and outside of
Africa, those who follow ECA closely generally find the work very good and much
improved.

c. Process of Substantive Work

Some felt a better integration of African analysts, particularly at the upper ranks, into the
programmes of ECA's more senior forums would be useful. Others felt that ECA should
integrate its field work in a more hands-on way to see how implementation of policies are
actually being carried out outside of capitals.

The process of bringing researchers into ECA was applauded. One close observer of this
process hoped that ECA could better train visiting fellows on how to bridge research into
policy. .

3. Developing New Policy Forums and Major Initiatives

a. The ADF Process

ECA's creation of new ways to bring Africans together for dialogue and progress on policy
matters was applauded by many interviewed for this review. There are few peers in the UN
system in this area of work. Among the regional commissions, only ECLAC comes to mind
for their work in networking Heads of State.

The ADF process has been widely praised as a major sign of a vital, innovative and risk
taking Commission. Critiques of the ADF do not challenge its rationale or its major
accomplishments, but aim at making it better. Some worry that agendas are getting too
complicated and that the meetings could get too large to accomplish a lot. Others point to the
erratic nature of scheduling ADFs, including the postponement of ADF IV.

ADF IT was what one high-level official interviewed for this review termed "a big thing to
bring these issues in front of policy makers for the first time. With the Secretary-General
there, this helped push AIDS onto the policy-making agenda at the national level."

b. The Big Table

In the course of the consultants' work, a number of those who attend the Big Tahle were
interviewed. All felt that the right people were there and that discussions were uniquely frank
and highly useful. They commented about how useful it was to hear real debates on issues,
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some between the donors themselves, some between donors and ministerial leaders of reform.
For example, the issue of budget support found Africans needing "to get their act together."
DFID's initiatives to make longer-term commitments found resistance among some donors,
but at least raised the issue and it is now on the NEPAD agenda. Other issues were reported
as having influenced the SPA agenda. One donor noted how efficient the Big Table is to
resolve issues that otherwise might take years ofbilateral discussions.

Critiques included views that discussions had to remain at the policy level and that ECA had
to guard against discussions moving to technical issues. Some also felt it might not be
necessary to attempt to summarize the discussion at the end as if consensus was the aim of
the meeting.

In sum, the Big Table has lived up to its name, not in the size of the table, but in the size of
the ideas discussed at the table. Donor leaders interviewed for this review confirm that in no
other part of the world does such a mechanism exist for discussions like those held at the Big
Table. They said that unfortunately at such high-level forums as the World Bank's Board
Meetings, Africans infrequently speak out. Whereas donors have lots of forums to discuss
views. It seems clear that until the Big Table, Africans had fewer settings for high-level,
informal exchanges on policy and at arriving at new understandings on what needs to be
done. In fact, one former donor minister who has attended Big Table meetings commented
that it was amazing that leading African Ministers of Finance did not appear to know each
other very well, but that the Big Table brought these leaders together to know each other as
much as it brought them to dialogue with donors.

4. Interministerial Functions

Observers who spoke to this function were unanimous that contact with ECA's ministers for
one day a year (the Conference) was inadequate. These experts felt that a long Ministerial
conference and more frequent written contact was required. Furthermore, many felt that
ECA had to hedge its bets by working with more than one minister per government by
sending briefings to a number of ministers and by meeting with other key ministers since
"ministers do not talk with each other and pass along information."

5. Regional and Sub-Regional Collaboration

a. Working with the AU

One experienced observer felt that cooperation at the top between OAU and ECA had been
good, but that turf issues impeded good relations in many parts of the respective houses.
Now a real opportunity exists for a new beginning. Those who discussed this topic,
particularly those within Africa, felt that AU and ECA needed to quickly establish a firmer
relationship at the Commissioner and director level. They felt that relations between the
respective leaders of the institutions (president Konare and Mr. Arnoako) are excellent, but
need to be deepened. One suggestion was a retreat between the leadership of the two
organizations and their key colleagues to work on relationship issues. This would be a time
for frank discussion on problem areas, new opportunities and a framework for agreement.
The event should be informal so titles and ranks do not get in the way of creating a
foundation ofcooperation. Another expert felt ECA and AU should work on joint projects to
get to know each other. And another expert felt that AU and ECA should be developing
programmes together so that there was coherent strategy between the two organizations.
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b. ECA work on NEPAD

ECA's role has been recognized by the Heads of State in their approval of NEPAD and in
continued encouragement by Africa's Ministers of Finance and Planning. ECA is also the
designated authority of the UN General Assembly to work with NEPAD on behalf of the UN.
The work on the APRM alone is noteworthy. Not only did ECA contribute the core concepts,
it is named to technically backstop the process.

The importance of the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM), as shaped by ECA's work
on measuring the capable state, cannot be over-estimated. For example, one former minister
of development interviewed for this review said: "If it were not for ECA's work on the
AP~l\1 there would be no credibility in the donor community on NEPAD. APRM, backed by
ECA's well-developed work on governance, is what convinced donors that NEPAD was a
worthy exercise. Without the APRM, NEPAD would be perceived as yet another listing of
needs." A key leader preparing the G-8 for endorsement ofNEPAD stated "ECA proved to
the donors and to African leaders that African-led-peer review was possible ... Including the
peer review made the whole exercise credible.", Within Africa, the APRM is arguably both
the most closely watched and significant feature ofNEPAD.

ECA has been extremely active in promoting NEPAD. A senior donor figure interviewed for
this review said that the Executive Secretary had facilitated acceptance ofNEPAD. ECA has
worked closely with the G-8 High Level Group on Africa. It has actively participated and
brought a number of proposals to numerous consultations on NEPAD within Africa. Many
of its publications and bulletins help to popularize NEPAD and the concepts involved in
NEPAD. Hyperlinks exist between ECA and NEPAD's websites. The relationship between
ECA and the NEPAD secretariat has improved over time as can be expected when new
organizations emerge. Nonetheless, ECA' s willingness to assist NEPAD could be better
recognized.

The fact that ECA and NEPAD are so closely related is perceived by overview authorities in
UN Headquarters as further evidence that ECA is more closely linked to the key political
processes ofthe continent than other UN regional commissions.

Other officials in the donor community said that many others advocate for Africa, but ECA
has real leadership as it presents well-researched data to back up its positions and thus has
added credibility when it speaks. In the view of many interviewed for this review, it is these
abilities that has lent influential support to NEPAD. One of those interviewed said that while
his institution would continue to support bilateral programs, NEPAD was about the last
chance the Continent has to act together. He felt the stakes were enormous for ECA to keep
being involved in NEPAD.

c. Coordination with the Regional EconomicCommunities

Most of those interviewed from the RECs felt that services with them were largely targets of
opportunity rather than part of a coordinated strategy. Some of those services were
fundamental, but the context for long-term relationship had not yet been set. One felt that
very specific services, such as is found in the Economic Commission for Europe would be
useful in the future, e.g., to work on grid and transportconnectivity, In contrast, a much
higher-level order of interaction was recommended by one REC head who encouraged ECA
to pursue the process of rationalization.

------------------------"'
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A leader of one REC where relations with ECA have not been particularly close said that at
the moment the IFIs and the ADB are working on regional support strategies, yet he senses
little long-term strategy with ECA.

On the other hand, the leader of a REC where services helped fundamentally give life to the
REC felt relations were close and now able to move to a new plateau.

A number of those interviewed would want memos of understanding to outline a longer-term
relationship and to create realistic mutual expectations. It is clear from the above that such
relations have to have an overall framework, but will encounter greatly differing demands.

6. Coordination with Other Parts of the UN System

In general, ECA's results in attempting to coordinate at the regional level are seen by UN
Headquarters as superior to those of the other Commissions which meet rarely with their UN
family groupings and mostly to share information at less than senior levels. Some regional
commissions have met once or never. One expert in Africa said, however, that the UN
should only coordinate at the national level and shouldn't try to impose an additional level of
coordination at the regional level. Most had no view on this issue.

a. Relations with the Bretton Woods Institutions

ECA was credited by one IMF official interviewed for this review as helping to shift the
debate on debt to more practical grounds. This official said that too many lMF missions in
the past wound up in what he termed as "fierce policy debates," but now with ECA's help
there is a more pragmatic mood and issues more often relate to the feasibility of
implementation and capacity building. ECA's point in numerous discussions that non-HIPC
country debt must also be addressed, was reported by informants as now being taken more
seriously.

Bank officials interviewed by us feel they and their colleagues also feel the African PRSP
Leaming Group is useful as it helps explain what is involved in PRSPs. Bank officials
interviewed for this review say that the Learning Group has raised issues the Bank must
clarify, and the ECA's role has helped to reinforce that PRSPs must be owned as a country
exercise. Fund staff also report they have learned from the Group's discussions; for example,
the Fund will now be paying more attention to the capacity building side of PRSPs, providing
more technical assistance and working to identify more local expertise to help the process.
The Fund reports that this is the first time it has used a regional commission of the UN for an
evaluative experience like this.

Countries have welcomed the sharing of experience with the PRSPs, although there is some
feeling that more recent meetings of the Group could have been more lively and useful, and
that the Secretariat could add more intellectual heft to the discussions. Some of the donors
officials interviewed for this review felt that the Learning Group should have more
representation by people actually doing the work on PRSPs to have a real practitioners'
sharing of experience.

b. With Others

The ECA-UNAIDS relationship was hailed by Dr. Peter Piot, Executive Director of
UNAIDS, as a "best practice." Collaboration with UNAIDS is expected to continue.
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7. Cross-Cutting Issues

a. Work at the County Level

Some have suggested that perhaps a more regular consultation with countries, reviewing
ECA's overall work and setting frameworks and criteria for in-country engagement, could
augment the sporadic services from ECA and help form a more holistic sense of engagement.
Another suggestion is that there be framework agreements with countries so that a stronger
sense of coherence in approach with countries can be mutually sought. And a further
suggestion was that ECA really get into work with implementers (in addition to policy
analysts) to see what is going on in development.

b. Monitoring and Evaluation

Only a few had comparative information and those felt UNDP and UNICEF did a better job
in this sphere, particularly relating outcomes to theme accomplishment.
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